Inputs from the Commissioner of Police

(a) Development of domestic legal frameworks for criminalization, procedural matters, prevention and International Cooperation in the context of the Convention:

Setting up of a legal committee to review/amend existing national legislations in order to:

- Facilitate Police enquiry and transnational investigation through better cooperation and sharing of information between member countries;
- Formulate Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)/Agreement with Social Media Companies to reduce procedural requisite, facilitate exchange of user information and ethical hacking; and
- Look into the processes of setting up a regional tribunal to prosecute accused parties outside our jurisdiction.

(b) Training for National authorities on enforcement of substantive and procedural Law:

Capacity building – Training of Mauritius Police Force (MPF) personnel in cybercrime investigations, phishing cases, detection of scams, training on cases reported via social media (Facebook, Tik-Tok, Instagram, You tube, Online shopping, amongst others).

(c) Training on the request and provision on mutual legal assistance in criminal matters:

Capacity building - To provide legal assistance to regional Police enquiry Officers and judicial personnel on applications for Mutual Legal Assistance and a regional common platform for requests of Mutual Legal Assistance.

(d) Equipment software and infrastructure for collecting and analysing digital evidence, and for the investigation and prosecution of crimes in the context of the convention:

Donation of software and training of MPF personnel for investigation into block chain technology.

(e) Training on specific types of Crimes:

(i) Development of expertise in Computer Forensics, Blockchain Analytics, crypto currency (virtual assets);

(ii) Training of Financial Crime Investigators;

(iii) Financing exchange programs between partner nations to enhance capacity to interact, cooperate and share information among Financial Crimes Investigators; and

(iv) Developing of intelligence capabilities with regard to investigation of financial crimes.